Recent Development

PROTOCOL NO. 14 ECHR AND RUSSIAN NON-RATIFICATION: THE CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

INTRODUCTION

Crafted in the wake of World War II, the European Convention on Human Rights ("ECHR") was the first regional expression of fundamental human rights protection as asserted in the United Nations’ 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights ("UDHR"). Its codified rights, primarily civil and political rights such as the right to life and the right to be free from torture, were to be protected by the European Commission on Human Rights ("the Commission"), (now defunct) and its supervisory body, the European Court of Human Rights ("ECtHR" or "the Court"), which now sits in Strasbourg, France as the largest international court operating in the world. Additionally, the Council of Europe ("the Council") organs now include a Parliamentary Assembly with parliamentarians drawn from all participating nations, and the Committee of Ministers, a political committee comprised of representatives of all Foreign Ministers. While it cannot invalidate national laws or domestic judgments, all forty-seven Member States of the Council of Europe are bound to accept the judgments of the Court, and Strasbourg "can be seen as carrying out a judicial control, on the international plane, of the exercise of democratic discretion at the national level by domestic authorities (legislative, executive or judicial)." Strasbourg’s control is sometimes said to be “quasi-Constitutional”—providing both generalized standards of human rights for the European space, and through the right of individual petition, specific relief for distinct violations.

The ECtHR has its own independent rules but its basic outlines are governed by the ECHR itself, which can only be amended though the addition
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of protocols, unanimously ratified by the Member States. To date, fourteen protocols have been adopted and twelve ratified, with most adding additional rights to the Convention, some addressing Convention procedures, and a few addressing the powers of the Court. Of this last group, the two most important are Protocol No. 11 and Protocol No. 14, which seek, respectively, to improve the efficiency and quality of Court judgments. Protocol No. 14 was adopted to improve the efficiency and maintain the effectiveness of the Court, as the simplified, full-time Court created by Protocol No. 11 still suffered the “risk of . . . becoming totally asphyxiated.”

Protocol No. 14, however, has become an object of controversy within the Council, as the Russian State Duma—the federal parliament—has yet to ratify it. Already suffering from deteriorating conditions unabated by


Protocol No. 11, the Court now finds itself in an international tug-of-war between other Council Member States and Russia. As the preeminent model for the international judiciary, the fate of the European Court of Human Rights should concern scholars, jurists, and human rights defenders the world over.

This Recent Development summarizes the background to, drafting of, and key provisions of Protocol No. 14 and its pending reforms. It then goes on to describe the current stalemate created by the Russian Federation’s non-ratification of the reorganization, critiquing Russia’s apparent reasons for inaction. While arguing in favor of immediate ratification, it attempts to offer some indications of how the Court may move forward.

I. A Dire Situation

Protocol No. 11 proved very effective. While the Commission and the Court had released 38,389 decisions and judgments between 1954 (when the Commission was created) and 1998 (when Protocol No. 11 abolished the Commission), the reformed Court alone nearly doubled that total in its first five years. Nonetheless, the enlargement of the Council of Europe and the concomitant increase in awareness of human rights throughout Europe (especially in the post-Soviet world) has resulted in a skyrocketing number of applications. From 1990 to 1994, applications increased by 96%; between 1994 and 1998, applications increased another 76%; and in the next four years to 2002, applications nearly doubled yet again, increasing by 90% to 34,546. Even with the advent of Protocol No. 11 reforms, the Court had only reached 65.2% efficiency by 2003—leaving 800 unprocessed applications per month. The situation has only worsened. Despite the more-than-doubling of the Court’s Registry staff in the previous seven years, over 20,000 of 50,000 incoming applications were left unaddressed in 2006 and there were 79,400 applications pending in 2007. In 2007, 45% of all applications awaiting the initial three-judge committee
review had been lodged a year or more previously. Court Registrar Erik Fribergh estimated that, for the first six months of 2008, the number of pending cases was “roughly 89,000.”

The Council of Europe’s response to this dire situation was immediately to begin discussions on further reforms to the system. These efforts culminated in Protocol No. 14, which was opened for signature and ratification in 2004. At the time, the Committee of Ministers expressed the hope that complete ratification could be achieved within two years. Poland became the 46th, and currently last, state to ratify the Protocol on October 12, 2006. All Council of Europe Member States have signed Protocol No. 14, attesting to both its multilateralism and the consensus on its necessity for the survival of the Court. However, five years since the Protocol was opened and nearly a decade since the critical problems of the Court were first identified, a single country—Russia—has held out on ratification. Negotiations between the Russian State Duma’s Legal Committee and the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly’s Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights are ongoing, but “the Court cannot wait much longer.”

II. Background: Protocol No. 11

The rapid accumulation of pending cases and the long delays that result as a consequence risk undermining the unique right of the individual application that underpins the Convention system. While debate exists as to the original mission of the Strasbourg system and whether it was meant to be a court of last resort for claims for accountability and justice in individual cases, rather than primarily a norm-setting body, Protocol No. 11 tipped the debate in favor of the proponents of individualized justice. Making the acceptance of individual petitions compulsory for member states, Protocol No. 11 ensured that the flood of claimants would continue. While the purpose of this piece is not to engage in this debate, which has been ably
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discussed elsewhere, some historical context concerning the transition of the Court is worth noting.

The Council of Europe emerged out of the unique circumstances of post-war Western Europe in response to burgeoning Soviet power and to the horrors exerted by authoritarianism. Thus, at its inception the European Convention on Human Rights and the court it created were much more about protecting the democratic identity of member states through the medium of human rights, and about promoting international cooperation between them, than about providing individuals with redress for human rights violations by national public authorities.

The right of individual petition was initially optional for Member States, and for most of its existence the Court was part-time, and “largely ignored,” receiving only 800 or so individual applications per year. Furthermore, the original conception of Court action—the adjudication of interstate complaints—never gained much traction, likely because this adversarial approach was contrary to the cooperative ethos of the Council itself.

The situation, however, changed drastically in the last decade of the twentieth century with the inclusion of nearly all of the former Communist nations of Central and Eastern Europe and the former Yugoslavia in the Council. Today, the number of Member States has expanded from ten to forty-seven; the numbers alone give some idea that the Council of Europe institutions as originally conceived may not be equipped to handle the demands of its members, especially in light of the complex and violent ethnic and religious disputes that dominate the political narratives post-Soviet states.

Protocol No. 11 was drafted and ratified in the milieu of a system already beginning to resemble an apex court. Protocol No. 11 abolished the European Commission on Human Rights and transferred the Commission’s
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responsibilities to a full-time, fully judicialized Court. Jurisdiction and right of individual petition against Contracting States became compulsory. The number of judges now equals the number of Member States, and they are elected for a six-year, renewable term. In the interests of manageability, the Court currently sits in a Grand Chamber of seventeen judges. Smaller chambers of seven judges initially consider cases and committees of three judges consider questions of admissibility. The smaller chambers and committees are balanced by gender and by national legal system, according to the Rules of the Court. The Committee of Ministers, deemed to be too much of a political institution to settle cases on the merits, henceforth only ensures the execution of the Court’s judgments. However, despite the efficiency gains made by full judicialization, it soon became evident that Protocol No. 11’s reforms would not have a lasting effect on the Court’s capabilities, and that additional transformations were still necessary.

III. The Development and Provisions of Protocol No. 14

During celebrations for the fiftieth anniversary of the Convention in 2000, the Council of Europe Ministerial Conference recognized that the Court was at a critical stage and called on the Committee of Ministers to initiate an inquiry into what could be done to ameliorate the situation. A year later, the Committee of Ministers responded by issuing a directive to their Deputies on the subject. The Steering Committee on Human Rights (“CDDH”) was then created to produce a concrete set of proposals. Composed of representatives from Council of Europe Member States, including Russia, the CCDH submitted its final report to the Committee of
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Ministers on April 4, 2003. Out of these proposals, specific amendments were then drafted and presented to the Committee of Ministers in April 2004.

The final Protocol involved consultation and discussion with multiple interested parties, including Assembly Parliamentarians, the Court Registry, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and incorporated concurrent independent findings by an Evaluation Group (GDR). Internal disagreement and a negative response to some of the proposals by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) ultimately provoked the formation of a compromise text. Following the consultative process, Protocol 14 was adopted by a vote of forty-four to zero. The Protocol opened for signature and ratification on May 13, 2004.

The thrust of Protocol 14 is a major re-organization in the operation of the Court in order to deal with problems in efficiency and efficacy. Under Protocol 14, judges on the ECtHR are to serve a single, nine-year term in office, rather than the renewable six-year period formerly in place. While this change does not affect the efficiency of the Court per se, the amendment was suggested in order to provide increased stability within the Court and to remove any temptation to politicize the election process.

The Protocol also empowers the Committee of Ministers to initiate proceedings in the Court (as a Grand Chamber) against states who do not fulfill their obligations to execute Court judgments. Again, while this change does not affect the efficiency of the Court per se, it is intended to supply the Committee of Ministers with an additional means of applying political pressure. Other changes regarding the Committee of Ministers include: a streamlined friendly settlement procedure; clarifying the position of the
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Ministers vis-à-vis supervision; and the ability of the Ministers—upon request of the Court—to reduce the number of Chambers judges from seven to five, for a fixed period. The existing ability of the Commissioner for Human Rights to participate as a third-party in Court cases is also formalized.

Similarly, the Court, upon application from the Committee of Ministers, may offer an explanation of a previous final judgment that Ministers are attempting to enforce, again facilitating State compliance and Ministerial enforcement in cases where there is a dispute about the exact meaning of a judgment. The Ministers must vote by a two-thirds majority to pose such a question, a requirement that is intended to ensure that the procedure is used sparingly so that interpretive questions do not become an additional burden to the Court. While the Court is free not to reply to such a request, if it chooses to do so, the “manner and form” are discretionary.

The true heart of Protocol No. 14, however, begins with Articles 6 and 7 (which amend current Articles 26 and 27 of the ECHR), establishing an entirely new judicial formation: a competent single judge. This judge is empowered to declare cases inadmissible “where such a decision can be taken without further examination.” As the Explanatory Report clearly explains, this provision is intended for use “only in clear-cut cases, where the inadmissibility of the application is manifest from the outset.” In other words, this provision pertains to cases that violate Court rules and whose merits need not be explored. Examples of such cases include applications lodged past the Court’s six-month expiration date; claims against non-Member States; and cases initiated before the exhaustion of national remedies. Currently, these decisions are hugely time consuming for the three-judge committees: “the considerable amount of time spent on filtering [the applications] has a negative effect on the capacity of judges . . . to process” admissible cases. Thus, this provision increases the potential efficiency of the Court threefold in such cases, which comprise about 95% of the ECtHR caseload.

Unlike an earlier proposal to empower the Registry to decide such cases, the single judge procedure preserves the essential judicial nature of
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the proceedings. However, to ensure that a necessary level of knowledge is applied to each application, each judge will be assisted by a rapporteur from the Registry who is an expert on relevant national law. In all borderline cases, the judge is obliged to refer the matter for further review by a three-judge committee or a seven-judge chamber.  

On the other end of the spectrum, Protocol No. 14 also addresses manifestly well-founded cases that are admissible but “repetitive” in that they stem from structural problems addressed by the Court in previous judgments. Such cases often arise before nations have had the opportunity to bring their national law in line with their obligations under the Convention and do not require lengthy legal analysis—merely an examination of the merits. Prime examples are cases complaining of excessive lengths of proceedings before national tribunals. Under Protocol No. 14, the three-judge committees would have competence to dispose of these cases—rather than employing a seven-judge chamber. Thus, by reducing the number of judges needed for the application of pre-existing doctrine, the Court can more than double efficiency in this area, as well. The Court has already taken steps to facilitate this new procedure by identifying cases addressing structural problems as “pilot judgments” that can be followed in subsequent complaints stemming from that same exact structural defect.

Leaving the ability of the committee of judges to declare inadmissibility unchanged, Protocol No. 14 thus increases the power of the three-judge committee by combining both admissibility and merits decisions. The Protocol, however, preserves the judicial nature of determinations and maintains the use of careful, apolitical deliberation by requiring that all committee judgments be given unanimously and by allowing a State Party to contest the application of the procedure in the specific instance. Moreover, if not already a member of the committee, a judge elected to represent the Member State concerned in the complaint may be invited to participate in the proceeding. If the case cannot be considered “already the subject of well-established case-law of the Court,” then the case is referred—as is the current practice—to a seven-judge chamber for additional analysis, with the continuing possibility of further review on appeal to the Grand Chamber.
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While seemingly increasing the power of the Court, the pilot judgment procedure in fact reinforces the essential subsidiarity of the Court to national tribunals by stressing that it is the responsibility of each nation to ensure that human rights norms are safeguarded within their own legal traditions. The Court functions best by merely ensuring the consistency and fairness of those standards—hopefully, purely through the political impact of its very existence.  

The final change to ECtHR practice, the introduction of a new admissibility criterion, proved to be the most controversial during drafting. Under Protocol No. 14, applications may be declared inadmissible if “the applicant has not suffered a significant disadvantage, unless respect for human rights as defined in the Convention and the Protocols thereto requires an examination of the application on the merits and provided that no case may be rejected on this ground which has not been duly considered by a domestic tribunal.”

The new admissibility criterion was thought essential to the entire scheme because the CDDH was doubtful that any other reform measure could withstand the projected increase in future applications. They did not want to compromise the position of the Court both as a guarantor of “individual justice” and “quasi-constitutional justice.” A stricter admissibility standard, it was thought, would significantly reduce the workload of the judges—removing over 800 applications—without fundamentally changing the current Convention system.

During negotiations, six states raised strong objections to the new criterion: Austria, Belgium, Finland, Hungary, Latvia, and Luxembourg—but, significantly for our purposes, not Russia. The Austrians proposed an alternative clause, because the phrase “no significant disadvantage” risked “put[ting] forth an unintended negative message that some human rights
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violations are not significant." This point of view was supported by several NGOs involved, as they feared this would give Member States an excuse to ignore violations as merely minor. Ultimately, however, the judges then serving on the Court approved the current language.

While Austrian objections represent valid fears, there are a few mitigating points that support the provision. The final version was a significant departure from other, earlier suggestions giving the Court much wider discretion—similar to the certiorari procedure exercised by the United States Supreme Court—something deemed inappropriate given the complexities of dealing with (at that time) forty-five different legal systems. Furthermore, it is estimated that, despite its significant effect in real numbers, statistically speaking, this change could only affect 5% or so of the current caseload. Nonetheless, the final wording ensures that “cases which, notwithstanding their trivial nature, raise serious questions affecting the application or interpretation of the Convention or important questions concerning national law” will still be addressed. This acts as a safety valve, allowing the Court to hear close cases.

The new admissibility standard is also problematic to some in the sense that it contrasts to some extent with the Court’s established case law, where complaints may be admissible notwithstanding potential or indirect effects of the violation in question. This broad notion of victim-hood is now constrained by considerations of “physical, moral, legal or pecuniary prejudice,” and access—as compared to current levels—may be limited. The safeguard clause, which provides for admissibility despite no significant disadvantage when “respect for human rights . . . requires an examination . . . on the merits and provided that no case may be rejected on this ground which has not been duly considered by a domestic tribunal,” however, ensures that (1) all complaints receive a hearing, whether on the national or supranational level and that (2) all cases disputing constructions of national law —i.e., systemic problems—will get a hearing in front of the European Court of Human Rights.

The second point is drawn from the concept that systemic problems, even those that are individually minor, collectively represent a grave threat
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to human rights and should therefore still be heard. The Protocol takes into account the time that will be needed to develop clear interpretations of this new criterion in order for it to be effectively applied by single- and three-judge committees: Article 20 of Protocol No. 14 states that the new criterion cannot be used by these “lower” judicial bodies for two years—allowing for the necessary initial commentary by the chambers and the Grand Chamber. Nor can the criterion be retroactively applied to cases admitted before the Protocol goes into force.83 This grant of deliberative space aligns closely with the Court’s dynamic self-perception, proving responsive to the needs of the moment and willing to stretch the boundaries of the “living” Convention and incorporate new rights or new procedures if necessary.84 Finally, it cannot be emphasized enough that these changes to the Convention are drawn with very broad brushstrokes. The Court itself will, over time, determine the exact effects of Protocol No. 1485—not only in legal interpretation, but in its own rules as well.

IV. Russia and the Ratification of Protocol No. 14

A. Initial Obstacles to Ratification of Protocol No. 14

There is no suggestion in the existing, declassified documents that Russia was particularly obstructive during the negotiation process. Russia’s main contested issue was a proposal by the Parliamentary Assembly to add judges from countries that produced particularly large numbers of applications. “Russia had great difficulties with this measure because if the Court were to [include] two Russian judges, this would visibly expose Russia as having violated a significant number of human rights.”86 The proposal was accordingly rejected. However, generally speaking, Russia does not have a sterling reputation in terms of cooperation with the Council of Europe.

The Russian Federation was admitted to the organization in 1996 under the shadow of abuses in Chechnya, and a report prepared for the Bureau of the Parliamentary Assembly noting that “the legal order of the Russian Federation does not, at the present moment, meet the Council of Europe standards as enshrined in the statute of the Council and developed by the organs of the European Convention on Human Rights.”87 Issues of compliance with accession rules were generally brushed aside, however, given the
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political importance of integrating post-Soviet nations into Western Europe’s liberal democratic tradition. This context is particularly significant in regards to Protocol No. 14, because those same political concerns “make it especially difficult for Strasbourg to force the Russian government to comply” with its obligations. Thus, as early as 1997, Professor Mark Janis foresaw a “two-tier legal order” that would enable Russia’s continued participation in the system, but which would undermine the legitimacy of the Strasbourg institutions.

On December 11, 2006, two months after Poland became the penultimate Member State to ratify Protocol No. 14, the Russian State Duma Committee on Civil, Criminal, Arbitration and Procedural Legislation (“Legal Affairs Committee”) issued a recommendation against ratification by the full Duma. On December 20, 2006, despite recommendations to ratify issued by then-President Vladimir Putin, ratification was duly rejected with 27 votes in favor, 138 against, and 286 abstentions. The following January, President Putin reaffirmed his support for the Protocol, but his support was highly qualified by two significant objections. Putin’s first objection concerned the possibility that the Protocol’s “simplified system . . . could result in a deterioration in quality of examination of these matters.” Second, Putin objected to the “politisation [sic] of judicial decisions” that “undermine[d] the confidence in the international judicial system.”

Although Putin’s first objection aligns with qualms over gaps in human rights protection expressed by other Member States during the drafting process, it is unclear why Russia did not make more hay of it earlier, before ratification by all other member states. The second objection, while troubling on its face, is a poor excuse. Any nation finding itself at the wrong end of a string of cases would likely say the same thing, irrespective of the merits of the cases. On the contrary, however, other states that have appeared before the Court at similar rates, such as Turkey, have ratified the Protocol without raising this objection.
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PACE immediately responded to the Duma’s rejection in a Current Affairs debate at its following January part-session. Dick Marty, then-chairman of the PACE Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, went so far as to suggest that “[i]f the country felt that it could not comply with the principle of the independence of the Court then surely that country no longer belonged in [the Council of Europe].” Serhiy Holovaty, a parliamentarian from Ukraine, quoted from the Novaya Gazeta that “the Duma would not have refused ratification without the Kremlin’s permission”—implying that the Russian executive branch was not being fully truthful with the international community in its expressions of support for the Protocol and that such manipulation of the Council of Europe was intolerable. Nevertheless, the Parliamentarians generally followed the lead of one Dutch representative who recognized that “[t]he Russian Duma has the right to say no” but arguing that in the interests of justice the Protocol should be approved. At that time, Leonid Slutsky of the Russian Federation noted the “groundwork” being done among Duma members and hoped for ratification prior to the December 2007 elections.

At the beginning of April 2007, Mr. Marty and Eduard Lintner, then-chairman of the PACE Monitoring Committee, were sent as PACE emissaries to Moscow to begin discussions on what needed to be done to get the Protocol ratified as quickly as possible. In meetings with high-level Russian officials, they were informed that there was a general possibility that ratification might be envisaged within a few months, and received reaffirmations of the Russian government’s support of the Protocol. By July, the situation at the Court was dire enough that Jean-Paul Costa, the president of the Court, felt compelled to reiterate to then-PACE President René van der Linden that “we need concrete measures and we need them rapidly.” President Costa himself then visited Moscow, where he was “exceedingly well received”:

Everybody said to us, “there is some resistance but we are sure that protocol 14 will be ratified by Russia very soon.” When we tried to find out why it was not so, they either gave no explanation or explanations that were very strange—that decisions by a
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single judge would be contrary to the legal tradition of Russia. I could not take that very seriously.\textsuperscript{97}

However, no advancements were made, and negotiations ceased until March 2008, when the PACE Legal Affairs and Human Rights Committee again took up the subject at a regular committee meeting. The new chairwoman, Mrs. Herta D"aubler-Gmelin, placed the Protocol at the top of the Committee's priorities, due to the deteriorating conditions of the Court. The Committee faced no official obstacles from the Russian delegation, but the process stagnated yet again as newly elected Duma representatives\textsuperscript{98} familiarized themselves with the key issues at stake. Mrs. D"aubler-Gmelin requested a face to face meeting during the April 2008 PACE session, and suggested that the presence of Mr. Pavel Krasheninnikov, chairman of the Duma Legal Affairs Committee, at her June 2, 2008 committee meeting would be greatly welcomed. Mr. Krasheninnikov did not appear at the meeting. Consequentially, the Committee authorized Mrs. D"aubler-Gmelin to go to Moscow to meet personally with members of the Legal Affairs Committee.\textsuperscript{99} A date was set for negotiations to be held in Moscow in October 2008.

B. Further Objections to Protocol No. 14

By far the largest of all the Council Member States with a population of 141.7 million people (nearly 18\% of the Council of Europe's combined population), Russia is an essential component of the Council, and its participation in the ECtHR is fundamental to the Court's proper function, as Russian-based cases currently make up a quarter of pending allocated cases—more than any other Member State.\textsuperscript{100} Thus, even with a rudimentary understanding of probability one should expect Russia's raw numbers to be quite high. Controlling for population, however, the picture looks much different. According to numbers compiled by the Permanent Representation of Germany to the Council of Europe, Russia has 143.23 cases pending per million people—below the 161.85 per million case average, and well below Slovenia, which tops the list at a count of 1,349 cases per million people.\textsuperscript{101}


\textsuperscript{98} The lower house of the Russian parliament was re-elected in December 2007.


\textsuperscript{101} Statistics from or based on data as of Dec. 31, 2007, obtained from the German Ministry of Justice, Mar. 2008. \textit{See also} PACE Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, \textit{supra} note 17, ¶ 5.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that Russia feels itself subjected to a higher level of scrutiny than is faced by other countries.\textsuperscript{102} In April of 2000, Russia’s voting rights were suspended by the Parliamentary Assembly as a result of evidence of widespread human rights abuses in Chechnya. Although they were fully reinstated to the Council less than a year later,\textsuperscript{103} this rebuke was swiftly followed by a series of judgments by the Court, confirming the responsibility of the Russian authorities in cases of enforced disappearances in Chechnya, either directly or for failure to carry out effective investigations.\textsuperscript{104} These judgments appear to be central to Russia’s aforementioned accusations of politicization of judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{105} The former deputy speaker of the Duma, Sergei Baburin, for example, publicly “complained that Russia’s membership fees [in the Council of Europe] simply fund ‘attacks’ on Russia by the Council.”\textsuperscript{106} The late 2008 crisis between Russia and Georgia in South Ossetia has already generated thousands of applications as well—suggesting that Russian issues will be on the Court’s docket for some time to come.\textsuperscript{107} As the Russian press sarcastically commented recently:

Dissatisfaction of Russian authorities with the strong motivation of the European Court of Human Rights to tackle the Russian cases should be replaced by . . . gratitude. After all, [the] Strasbourg Court only struggles to win the cases that were dismissed by Russian courts: most of the plaintiffs appealed to the Strasbourg Court with banal complaints, considering that at home they do not receive a fair trial. Their motivation could be explained by the previous success of the claimers before them. Over 10 years after having ratified the European Convention on Human Rights, Russia has reached a solid first place on the num-
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ber of lawsuits filed in Strasbourg. It far outstripped the previous leaders—Poland, Turkey and Ukraine.108

Council of Europe officials highly contest the suggestion that the Court accepts insignificant cases and uses them as a tool with which to attack Russia.109 Judges themselves argue that such cases reflect the purpose of the Court: “We are a human rights court which hands down rulings in situations where citizens’ rights have been violated. Sometimes this happens in Chechnya, but also in Turkey regarding the PKK [Kurdish separatist group].”110

Thus, Russia’s main concern over Protocol No. 14 reforms seems to be that they would serve to increase the allegedly unfair pressure on Russia by delivering an even higher number of negative judgments and by continuing to highlight sensitive political issues (for example, conflicts with Georgia).111 Consideration of the nature of the cases however, reveals that 70 to 80% of all judgments so far delivered against Russia (and of the potentially admissible pending cases) relate to a very small number of systemic problems in the Russian judicial system—excessive length of pretrial detentions, low quality judicial remedies, and domestic non-enforcement of decisions against the state—problems that even some authorities will acknowledge do exist.112 Protocol No. 14 is addressed only to the European Court of Human Rights and is thus of no relevance to the true, political issues animating the Russian cases before the Court. Improved Court functioning can only serve to buttress authorities’ attempts to introduce the reforms so badly needed. Commissioner for Human Rights, Thomas Hammarberg, has been particularly harsh on this point, calling the Duma no-vote “sabotage against the European Court of Human Rights.”113 When asked if he believed that Russia was attempting to use Protocol No. 14 to “blackmail” the Court, President Costa was unsure: “My impression is that Russia, when it signed the convention, did not expect that an international court—such as the European Court of Human Rights—could be in a position to condemn a state such as Russia.”114
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C. Addressing Russia’s Objections

In terms of politically sensitive cases, a more constructive and professional dialogue between Russia and the Council of Europe is infinitely preferable to non-ratification. Expressing political concerns via the judicial process is destructive to the core of the ECHR system to which Russia has pledged its support and has indiscriminate effects throughout the entire continent. All cases in the system are being affected by the increasing wait for ratification, not just Russian ones.

Given the consensus among all other Member States—even those with more per capita cases pending and with similar sensitive issues—the Russian response to PACE attempts at negotiation is troubling. President Costa speculates that Russian behavior goes to the heart of its relationship to the Convention itself: “[f]or them it is very difficult to denounce the convention and leave the Council of Europe . . . so purely my personal impression . . . is that they prefer to be in the system but not to strengthen it [by ratifying the protocol].”115 Leaving the system entirely would generate extensive negative publicity worldwide, but very few people would raise any red flags if they raised objections to a seemingly “technical” treaty amendment.116 If that is the Russian intention, then this tactic is quite effective, as the Council itself has thus far shown it will do little more than attempt to negotiate and hope.

As expelling Russia would remove any moral or legal obligations on the Russians to respect human rights at all, it would likely be detrimental for the Council from a public relations perspective. The Council would risk looking as though it was willing to “abandon” 142 million Europeans when diplomacy—a core part of the Council’s mission—became a bit difficult. However, Council’s longstanding emphasis on negotiating this issue indicates that the leadership believes that it is better to have Russia be a defaulting member within the system than to remove even formalistic restrictions. Thus, to make any headway on this impasse, the PACE negotiators must take Russia’s objections seriously, despite any possible ulterior motives. Russian concerns can be boiled down and addressed individually.117

First, PACE must address Russia’s argument that the new admissibility criterion is really a substantive assessment and thus risks infringing applicants’ rights. As discussed above, this concern has already been ameliorated by the two safeguard provisions, as well as the protocol’s two-year implementation period on the Court developing “sophisticated, precise and constraining jurisprudence on this criterion.”118
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Second, the Russians have expressed unease with the change in judges’ terms of service. If politicization of judgments is a main concern, then the Russians should be in full support of a single term system as this has eliminated any judicial receptivity to political lobbying, preserving complete “independence and impartiality.” Any efficiency effects created may be hard to measure, but common sense suggests a judiciary more focused on cases (rather than self-preservation) will produce judgments faster and of higher quality. Independence also reinforces the full judicialization of the Court, as intended by Protocol No. 11.

A third problem seems to be the formal recognition of the ability of the Human Rights Commissioner to intervene in cases. However, as is noted above, this provision does not materially change anything. Under the current Convention, Russia and every other Member State has already agreed by virtue of Article 36 in the ECHR that third parties may intervene upon consent of the president of the Court. Given that Protocol No. 14 does not enable the Commissioner to independently bring applications before the Court, it adds no further obligations. Rather, Protocol No. 14 merely improves efficiency of implementation.

A fourth objection recognized by PACE is a fear of bias against non-European Union Member States if the European Union were permitted to join the Council. Even if the European Union were to begin such procedures, Russia, as a Council Member State, would be intimately involved in the negotiations over the terms. Moreover, with Ireland’s recent rejection of the Lisbon treaty, it is increasingly unclear if the European Union will even allow itself to contemplate accession.

Finally, some in the Russian delegation have objected to what they see as half-hearted efforts to deal with a systemic problem and are of the opinion that energy should not be spent on such “provisional” arrangements. The Secretariat of the PACE Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights has forcefully responded to this argument, stating that:

Protocol No. 14 certainly does not pretend to be a definitive answer to the problems facing the Court, but in no sense is it provisional. It is a considerable improvement on the present system and should be put into effect as soon as possible. Justice delayed is justice denied: An overburdened court will result in poorer judgments as well—hurting all of Europe, including Russia. It will
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mean a tremendous weakening of the common European legal space created by the Council of Europe.123

PACE negotiators also need to stress that Russia was at the table during the entire negotiating period, and “took a firm stand within the Committee of Ministers, together with all other Council of Europe member states, in strongly urging ratification by 2006.”124 If authorities are concerned that the (merely) formal inclusion of the Human Rights Commissioner in the text of the ECHR will be unfairly used against their State125 or that Committee of Ministers referrals to the Court for non-execution of judgments will be unfairly directed at Russia,126 they had ample time to bring these questions up before the Protocol was opened for signature, or even before all other Member States had ratified the changes.

V. GOING FORWARD

The PACE Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights’ Secretariat suggests that the State Duma’s Legal Affairs Committee’s opinion on Protocol No. 14 was perhaps,

prepared in some haste after a change in rapporteur, without appropriate analysis of all the background information that led to the Protocol’s adoption. Perhaps insufficient emphasis was placed on the *raison d’être* of this text . . . . Also, since a majority [of] members abstained in the vote, parliamentarians may simply have been unaware of all the aspects at issue and the full implications of non-ratification.127

The Council has therefore left space within which Russia can revise its position without losing face in the international community. President Costa for one, remains unconvinced that progress will ever be made, commenting of late that, “[L]ogically, [Russia] should not [allow Protocol No. 14 to come into effect.] If they have not ratified yet, why should they soften their attitude towards the court at a time when they have this very serious conflict with Georgia?”128 However, the Committee of Ministers has recently discussed the issue and Council of Europe Secretary General Terry Davis has raised the issue directly with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.129 Pressure for action is increasing.
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In a speech at the April 2008 PACE session, German Chancellor Angela Merkel also called upon Russia to drop its objections to Protocol No. 14 and said her government had raised the issue with Vladimir Putin personally.\footnote{130} Meanwhile, Putin himself has continued to express support for ratification, noting after the Duma vote that, “Russia is not downsizing the amount of its cooperation with the Strasbourg Court and works there fully as it did before.”\footnote{131} As noted above,\footnote{132} that expression may not be genuine. Many have anticipated, however, that now, under the stewardship of Putin’s successor Dmitry Medvedev, it would be politically possible for the Russians to soften their stance (without losing face) and finally accept the Protocol.\footnote{133} In a July 2008 speech outlining his foreign affairs agenda, President Medvedev stated that:

Russia . . . is ready to play a constructive role in assuring a civilized compatibility in Europe . . . Russia stands for the fortification of the role of the Council of Europe as an independent universal pan-European organization, defining the level of judicial standards in all member states of the Council of Europe without discrimination or privileges for anybody, an important instrument in the abolishment of the dividing lines on the continent.\footnote{134}

Given that Russian responses in this situation have not all been negative; the question raised is whether Russia’s more positive statements are sincere. Protocol No. 14 is a vast contribution to the very goal Medvedev lauds: ensuring that the system created by the European Convention on Human Rights, and maintained by the Council of Europe, remains for future generations as an effective institution of last resort to safeguard the “fundamental freedoms which are the foundation of justice and peace in the world.”\footnote{135} As we approach the sixtieth anniversary of the Council and the fiftieth anniversary of the Court, the best way that Russia can “play a constructive role” in assuring a “civilized” Europe is for the State Duma to ratify Protocol No. 14 as quickly as possible. If Medvedev really believes in the system he
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promotes, he should be doing all he can to work with the Duma to pass Protocol No. 14.

Unfortunately, Russian inertia on the topic seems to be continuing, as the proposed October 2008 meeting between Mrs. Däubler-Gmelin and the Duma Legal Committee never took place. The PACE Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights finally made it to Moscow in early November 2008, where an “exchange of views particularly regarding the non-entry into force of Protocol No. 14 to the European Convention on Human Rights” was prominent on the agenda. Documents relating to the exchange have recently been declassified and reveal a Committee increasingly frustrated by Russians making the “same arguments” over and over again. Some committee members expressed fears that “a very senior figure in the Russian hierarchy did not want the Protocol to be ratified, and that this was the only reason why the Duma had not approved it long ago.” Others pushed the Duma to “take it or leave it” and were prepared to end negotiations altogether, as the Russians’ behavior seemed to indicate “a deliberate decision to stop the Court from functioning properly.” Even those members who did not assume any nefarious Russian intent continued to find Russia’s behavior “difficult to understand.”

Clearly, the conversation did not go well: on November 19, 2008, the Deputies of the Committee of Ministers followed up with the Liaison Committee to the European Court of Human Rights. Reiterating that, “it is urgent to adopt measures aimed at enabling the Court to increase its case-processing capacity,” the Deputies instructed the CDDH and the Committee of Legal Advisers on Public International Law (“CAHDI”) to provide the Committee of Ministers with “a preliminary opinion on the advisability and modalities of inviting the Court to put into practice certain procedures which are already envisaged to increase the Court’s case-processing capacity, in particular the new single-judge and committee procedures.” Thus, it seems that the Council of Europe has exhausted political and diplomatic pressure on Russia, and is attempting to find a way out of this crisis with
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its legitimacy somewhat intact by ignoring Russia’s lack of cooperation. This is a particularly interesting solution, as it both averts inducing a public relations nightmare by expelling (or threatening to expel) the Russian Federation, and also demonstrates a refusal by the Council to remain impotent. This solution does, however, raise some questions.

As a signatory to the European Convention on Human Rights, Russia does have some obligation not to frustrate the purpose of the Protocol, despite the fact that it has not ratified the Protocol itself. According to international law, as expressed in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), a State is obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty when it has signed the treaty or has exchanged instruments constituting the treaty subject to ratification. Additionally, the VCLT, to which Russia is a party, provides for the provisional application of pending treaties provided that either the treaty itself so provides or the negotiating States have in some other manner so agreed.

If the Committee of Ministers were to unanimously resolve to apply less controversial, key pieces of Protocol No. 14 (e.g., the single judge formation and the three-judge committee for manifestly well-founded cases), to the forty-six ratified states (while still awaiting the forty-seventh), one could plausibly argue that no illegitimate decision had taken place. This would, however, create a two-stream system within the Council, and the argument could be made that such a situation amounts to capitulation to Russian bullying. However, retaining Council membership is still valuable to the Russian government and a clearly delineated double standard would undermine the strategy of “flying under the radar” that President Costa, at least, sees in Russia’s behavior. Such a step is thus perhaps the Council’s best tactic to force Russia’s hand. Moreover, non-unanimous additional Protocols have been employed in Strasbourg before (for example, Protocol No. 9)—such a step is not incongruous with current Council practices.

The fly in the ointment to this scenario is, of course, that such a resolution would at least partially circumvent the basic concept of individual state sovereignty to authorize its accession to a treaty. It is unclear if such a move would be palatable in an organization founded on notions of international cooperation, democracy, and the rule of law. In particular, PACE,
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which views itself as a check on the power of Council of Europe’s executive organs, may not be able to stomach such a move. Only time will tell how this issue will be resolved, but developments are clearly coming at an accelerating pace. Perhaps a final resolution to the conundrum of Protocol No. 14 is not far off.

ADDENDUM

As this piece was being prepared for publication, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe debated and released Opinion No. 271 (2009). It called for the Committee of Ministers to adopt a Protocol No. 14 bis, which would institute some of the efficiency measures within Protocol No. 14 without requiring unanimous ratification of all Member States. The language used was notably stronger than had been used to address the Russian Federation in the past:

[T]he Assembly strongly deplores the position taken by the Russian Federation’s State Duma to refuse to provide its assent, since December 2006, to the ratification of Protocol No. 14 to the Convention, which is an important amending protocol that can only enter into force when all States Parties to the Convention have ratified it. By so doing, the Russian State Duma has, in effect, considerably aggravated the situation in which the Court has found itself, and has also deprived persons within its jurisdiction from benefiting from a streamlined case-processing procedure before the Court. The Russian State Duma is urged, in the strongest possible terms to recognise that the changes of the control system envisaged in Protocol No. 14 (and Protocol No. 14 bis), will permit the Court to deal with applications in a timely fashion so that it can concentrate on important cases requiring in-depth examination.

At their 119th session on May 12, 2009, the Committee of Ministers did indeed adopt Protocol No. 14 bis. Pending ratification from three Member States, the single judge and three-judge formations provided for under Protocol No. 14 will apply to those states adopting it. Separately, an agree-

---

ment was reached among the Member States permitting application of those provisions, prior to entry into force, on a case-by-case basis with permission of the responding State. Nonetheless, pressure on Russia lingers as the enforcement of Protocol No. 14 proper remains a priority for the Council of Europe.153
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